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Constructal theory and its applications to various fields ranging from engineering to
natural living and inanimate systems, and to social organization and economics, are
reviewed in this paper. The constructal law states that if a system has freedom to morph
it develops in time the flow architecture that provides easier access to the currents that
flow through it. It is shown how constructal theory provides a unifying picture for the
development of flow architectures in systems with internal flows (e.g., mass, heat, elec-
tricity, goods, and people). Early and recent works on constructal theory by various
authors covering the fields of heat and mass transfer in engineered systems, inanimate
flow structures (river basins, global circulations) living structures, social organization,
and economics are reviewed. The relation between the constructal law and the thermo-
dynamic optimization method of entropy generation minimization is outlined. The con-
structal law is a self-standing principle, which is distinct from the Second Law of Ther-
modynamics. The place of the constructal law among other fundamental principles, such
as the Second Law, the principle of least action and the principles of symmetry and
invariance is also presented. The review ends with the epistemological and philosophical
implications of the constructal law. DOI: 10.1115/1.2204075Introduction
Constructal theory and the constructal law are terms that we see
ore and more in the current scientific literature. The reason is
hat increasing numbers of people use the constructal paradigm to
ptimize the performance of thermofluid flow systems by gener-
ting geometry and flow structure, and to explain natural self-
rganization and self-optimization. Constructal theory is a
rinciple-based method of constructing machines, which attain
ptimally their objective. Constructal theory offers a different
ook at corals, birds, atmospheric flow and, of course, at machines
n general.
There is an old history of trying to explain the forms of
ature—why leaf has nerves, why a flower has petals. This history
s as old as people have existed. Geometry has focused on ex-
laining form, and has contributed to much of the knowledge
nherited from antiquity.
For the first time, engineers have entered an arena where until
ow the discussion was between mathematicians, physicists, bi-
logists, and zoologists. The engineers enter with a point of view
hat is very original, and which may enlighten the questions with
hich others have struggled until now.
Adrian Bejan is at the origin of the constructal paradigm, which
ad its start in 1996. In his books 1,2 he tells that the idea came
o him when he was trying to solve the problem of minimizing the
hermal resistance between an entire heat generating volume and
ne point. As the optimal solution, he found “a tree network in
hich every single feature was a result, not an assumption,” and
rew the conclusion that every natural tree structure is also the
esult of optimization of performance of volume-point flow. As
atural tree structures are everywhere, and such structures are not
educible from a known law, he speculated that the optimization
f configuration in time must be a new principle and called it the
onstructal Law. He stated this law as follows: For a finite-size
ystem to persist in time (to live), it must evolve in such a way thatTransmitted by Assoc. Editor E. Dowell.
pplied Mechanics Reviews Copyright © 20it provides easier access to the imposed (global) currents that flow
through it.
A new statement deserves recognition as a principle only if it
provides a conceptual framework for predicting form and evolu-
tion of form and for modelling natural or engineered systems.
Bejan has not only formulated the constructal principle but also
developed a method for applying it to practical situations. The
constructal method Bejan 1–6 Bejan and Tondeur 7 is about
the generation of flow architecture in general e.g., duct cross
sections, spacings, tree networks. For example, the generation of
tree-shaped architecture proceeds from small parts to larger as-
semblies. The optimal structure is constructed by optimizing vol-
ume shape at every length scale, in a hierarchical sequence that
begins with the smallest building block, and proceeds towards
larger building blocks (which are called “constructs”).
A basic outcome of constructal theory is that system shape and
internal flow architecture do not develop by chance, but result
from the permanent struggle for better performance and therefore
must evolve in time. Natural systems that display an enormous
variety of shapes are far from being perfect from the geometric
point of view. Geometric perfection means symmetry e.g., the
sphere has the highest possible geometric symmetry; but in the
physical real world the higher the internal symmetry the closer
to equilibrium, to no flow, and death. We know that translational
symmetry invariance with respect to temperature, pressure and
chemical potential means thermal, mechanical, and chemical equi-
librium, respectively, while translational or angular invariance of
the Lagrangian means conservation of linear and angular momen-
tum, respectively Noether’s theorem. Nevertheless, it is almost
impossible to find the perfect geometric form in animate systems
because they are far from equilibrium; they are alive, and imper-
fection physical and geometrical asymmetry is the sign that they
are alive. Yet, they work “best” because they minimize and bal-
ance together the resistances faced by the various internal and
external streams under the existing global constraints.
Nonequilibrium means flow asymmetry and imperfection. Im-
perfection is either geometric e.g., quasicylindrical channels,
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2uasispherical alveolus, quasicircular stoma, etc. or physical un-
qual distribution of stresses, temperature, pressure, etc.. There-
ore, internal imperfections are optimally distributed throughout
he system Bejan 1,2. The actual form of natural systems that
ere free to morph in the past is the result of optimal distribution
f imperfection, while engineered systems approach the same goal
nd structure as they tend to optimal performance.
The constructal law is self-standing and distinct from the Sec-
nd Law Bejan 1,8,9. Unlike the Second Law that accounts for
he one-way nature of flows i.e., irreversibility, the constructal
aw is about the generation of flow configuration, structure, and
eometry. Its field of application is that of dissipative processes
flows that overcome resistances, entropy generation, and non-
quilibrium thermodynamics. In recent papers, Bejan and Lorente
8,9 outlined the analogy between the formalism of equilibrium
hermodynamics and that of constructal theory see Sec. 6. In
hat follows, we outline the main features of constructal theory,
nd present an overview of recent developments and applications
o various fields.
Constructal Method
Constructal theory holds that every flow system exists with pur-
ose (or objective, function). In nature, flows occur over a wide
ange of scales with the purpose of reducing the existing gradients
temperature, pressure, etc.. In engineered and living structures
eat and mass flows occur for the same reason, and by dissipating
inimum exergy they reduce the food or fuel requirement, and
ake all such systems animals, and “man  machine” species
ore “fit,” i.e., better survivors. They “flow” better and better,
nternally and over the surface of the earth.
The purpose of heat engines is to extract maximum useful work
rom heat currents that flow between systems at different tempera-
ures. Other machines work similarly; i.e., with purpose, e.g., by
ollecting or distributing streams, or for enhancing heat or mass
ransfer. Performance is a measure of the degree to which each
ystem realizes its purpose. The design of engineered systems
volves in time toward configurations that offer better perfor-
ance, i.e., better achievement of their purpose.
The system purpose is global. It is present along with fixed
lobal constraints, which may include the space allocated to the
ystem, available material and components, allowable tempera-
ure, pressure or stress ranges, etc. The system designer brings
ogether all components, and optimizes the arrangement in order
o reach maximum performance. In this way he “constructs” the
ptimal flow architecture. Therefore, the flow architecture shape,
tructure is deduced, not assumed in advance. Unlike optimizing
rocedures that rely on operational variables, constructal theory
ocuses on the construction of optimal flow architecture, internal
nd external.
Optimization makes sense only when purpose exists and the
roblem-solver has the freedom to morph the configuration in the
earch of the best solution within the framework of a set of con-
traints. The constraints may vary from allowable materials, ma-
erial properties, area or volume allocated to the system, require-
ents to avoid hot-spots, or not to surpass maximal values of
emperature, pressure, stresses, etc. Depending on the system’s
ature, optimization may focus on exergy analysis e.g., Bejan
10,11, entropy generation e.g. Bejan 12,13, thermoeconom-
cs e.g., Bejan et al.. 14 or minimization of highest stress,
emperature or pressure e.g., Bejan 2,6, Bejan and Tondeur 7.
The minimization of pressure peaks Bejan 1,2,6, Bejan and
rrera 15 is a good way to illustrate the constructal method.
he problem may be formulated as follows:
“A fluid has to be drained from a finite-size volume or area at a
efinite flow-rate through a small patch located on its boundary.
he flow is a volume-point or area-point. It is a special and very
mportant type of flow, because it connects one point with an
nfinity of points. The volume is a nonhomogeneous porous me-
ium composed of a material of low permeability K and various
70 / Vol. 59, SEPTEMBER 2006layers of higher permeabilities K0 ,K1 , . . . . The thicknesses
D0 ,D1 , . . .  and lengths L0 ,L1 , . . .  of these layers are not speci-
fied. Darcy flow is assumed to exist throughout the volume con-
sidered. Determine the optimal arrangement of the layers through
the given volume such that the highest pressure is minimized.”
A first result is the use of the high permeability material where
flow rates are highest. Conversely, low permeability material shall
be used for low flow rates. Next, we choose an elemental volume
of length L0 and width H0, filled with the low permeability K
isotropic porous medium e.g., Fig. 1, and use higher permeabil-
ity K0 material to drain the fluid from it. The area A0=H0L0 of
the horizontal surface is fixed but the shape H0 /L0 is not.
Because of symmetry and objective optimization, the strip
that collects fluid from the isotropic porous medium must be
aligned with the x axis. And, because the flow-rate m˙0 is fixed, to
minimize the peak pressure means to minimize the global flow
resistance. The peak pressure occurs in two corners P, Fig. 1, and
is given by
Ppeak = m˙0H0/8KL0 + L0/2K0D0 1
where D0 represents the thickness of the central strip. By mini-
mizing the peak pressure with respect to the shape parameter
H0 /L0 we find that the optimum geometry is described by
H˜ 0 = 21/2K˜ 00−1/4 L˜ 0 = 2−1/2K˜ 001/4 2
H0/L0 = 2K˜ 00−1/2 P˜ 0 = 2−1K˜ 00−1/2 3
where 0=D0 /H0 l , P˜ 0= Ppeakm˙0A0 /K, and the tilde
 indicates nondimensionalized variables based on A01/2 and
K is length and permeability scales.
Equations 2 pinpoint the optimal geometry that matches mini-
mum peak pressure and minimum resistance. The first of Eqs. 3
indicates another important result: the two terms on the right-hand
side of Eq. 1 are equal; said another way, “the shape of the
elemental volume is such that the pressure drop along the central
strip is equal to the pressure drop along the isotropic porous me-
dium K layer.” This is the constructal law of equipartition of the
resistances Bejan 1,2, Bejan and Tondeur 7. An analogous
result for electric circuits was obtained by Lewins 16 who, based
on the constructal theory, found an equipotential division between
the competing regimes of low and high resistance currents.
Next, consider a larger volume a “first construct” filled en-
tirely with elemental volumes. This “first construct” is shown in
Fig. 2. Once again, symmetry and objective dictate that the higher
permeability strip that collects all the currents from the elemental
volumes must be aligned with the horizontal axis of the first con-
struct. The geometry of the first construct, namely the number n1
of elemental volumes in the construct, is optimized by repeating
the procedure used in the optimization of the elemental volume.
Ci=K˜ ii, the parameters defining the optimized first construct are
Fig. 1 Elemental volume: the central high-permeability chan-
nel collects flow from low permeability materialBejan 1
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AH˜ 1 = 21/2C01/4 L˜ 1 = C0
−1/2C1
1/2 4
H1/L1 = 2C0/C11/2 P˜ 1 = 2C0/C1−1/2 5
n1 = 2C11/2 6
Higher order constructs can be optimized in a similar way until
he specified area is covered completely. What emerges is a two-
imensional fluid tree in which optimization has been performed
t every volume scale. The fluid tree is the optimal solution to two
roblems: the flow architecture that matched the lowest peak pres-
ure, and the one that matched to lowest pressure averaged over
he tree.
The constructal law can also be used in the same problem by
asing the optimization on minimizing the pressure averaged at
ach scale of the fluid tree. Three-dimensional fluid trees may be
ptimized in an analogous manner Bejan 1,2,6. The same pro-
edure applies to heat transfer trees Bejan 1–3, Bejan and Ton-
eur 7, Bejan and Dan 17,18, Ledezma and Bejan 19.
Optimization as a Trade-Off Between Competing
rends
There are two competing trends in the example of Sec. 2. In-
reasing the length L0 of the central strip leads to a decrease in the
esistance posed to flow in the K layer, but it also increases the
esistance along the central channel cf. Eq. 1. Optimization
eant finding the best allocation of resistances, and therefore the
eometry of the system that allows best flow access from the area
o the outlet. The law of equipartition of pressure losses summa-
izes the result of optimization of such flow access.
The optimum balance between competing trends is at origin of
equilibrium” flow architectures in both engineered and natural
ystems, and is in the domain of constructal theory. Like the ther-
odynamic equilibrium states that result from the maximization
f entropy or the minimization of free energy in nonflow sys-
ems in classical thermodynamics, equilibrium flow architectures
pring out of the maximization of flow access Bejan and Lorente
8,9.
Consider the following example of optimization under compet-
ng trends. Air at temperature T0 is made to flow at rate m˙ through
set of equidistant heat generating boards of length L and width
perpendicular to the plane of the figure filling a space of
eight H Fig. 3. The board-to-board spacing D, is to be deter-
ined in order to maximize the rate q at which heat is removed.
s a local constraint, the temperature must not exceed a specified
alue, Tmax. Other assumptions are laminar flow, smooth board
urfaces, and that the temperature along every board is close to
max.
Small board-to-board spacings permit a large number of boards
ig. 2 First construct made of elemental volumes. A new
hannel of higher permeability collects flow from the elemental
olumes.n=H /D to be installed and cooled. Although in this limit the
pplied Mechanics Reviewscontact heat transfer area is large, the resistance to fluid flow is
also large. The optimal spacing Dopt must come out of the balance
between these two competing trends, fluid flow resistance against
thermal resistance. For very small spacings large n the heat
transfer rate is Bejan 1:
q = HWD2/12P/LcpTmax − T0 7
where , , and cp stand for density, viscosity, and specific heat,
respectively. For large spacing small n, each plate is coated by
distinct boundary layers, and the heat transfer rate is given by 1:
q = 1.21kHWPr LP/2D21/3Tmax − T0 8
where k, , and Pr are thermal conductivity, kinematic viscosity,
and Prandlt number, respectively.
Equation 7 shows that the heat transfer rate q increases as-
ymptotically with D2 as n becomes smaller Eq. 7, while when
n becomes larger it varies asymptotically as D−2/3 Eq. 8.
Therefore, the number of boards for which the heat transfer rate is
maximum can be determined approximately by using the method
of intersecting the asymptotes Bejan 1,20,21, as shown in Fig.
4. The optimal spacing is given by
Dopt/L  Be−1/4 9
where Be= PL2 /  is what Bhattacharjee and Grosshandler
22 and Petrescu 23 called the Bejan number.
The spacing defined by Eq. 9 is not only the optimal solution
to maximum heat transfer while keeping the temperature below
Tmax, but also is the solution to the problem of packing maximum
heat transfer rate in a fixed volume. The best elementary construct
to this second problem is a heat transfer board whose length
Fig. 3 The optimal spacing comes out of the trade-off between
heat transfer surface and resistance to fluid flow. Board to
board spacing is optimal when every fluid volume is used for
the purpose of heat transfer.
Fig. 4 The intersection of the asymptotes corresponding to
the competing trends indicates the optimum spacing for maxi-
mum thermal conductance of a stack of parallel boards
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2atches the entrance length XT see Fig. 3. Maximum packing
ccurs when every packet of fluid is used for transferring heat. If
	XT, the fluid in the core of the channel does not interacts
hermally with the walls, and therefore does not participate in the
lobal heat transfer enterprise. In the other extreme, L
XT, the
ow is fully developed, the fluid is saturated thermally and it
verheats as it absorbs additional heat from the board walls.
The optimal spacing determined in this manner enables us to
ee the significance of the Bejan number. In steady conditions, the
ate at which heat is transferred from the boards to the fluid,
Tmax−T0WL, must equal the rate of enthalpy increase
vcpTmax−T0DW, where v= PD2 / 12, which is removed
y the cooling fluid that flows under the pressure difference P.
herefore, for Lopt=XT this equality of scales reads
Be = 12 NuDLopt/Dopt4 10
hich matches Eq. 9. In Eq. 10, NuD=h¯D /k= T* /z* is
usselt number based on Dopt where T*=T / Tmax−T0 and z*
z /Dopt, which is a constant of order 1.
By analogy with Sec. 2, optimized convective heat trees can be
onstructed at every scale by assembling and optimizing con-
tructs that have been optimized at the preceding scale Bejan 1,
edezma and Bejan 19. Similarity exists between the forced
onvection results and the corresponding results for natural con-
ection. The role played by Bejan number Be in the forced con-
ection is played in natural convection be the Rayleigh number Ra
Petrescu 23.
The Ubiquitous Search for Flow Configuration:
ields of Application of Constructal Theory
Flow architectures are ubiquitous in nature. From the planetary
irculations to the smallest scales we can observe a panoply of
otions that exhibit organized flow architectures: general atmo-
pheric circulations, oceanic currents, eddies at the synoptic scale,
iver drainage basins, dendritic crystals, etc. Fluids circulate in all
iving structures, which exhibit special flow structures such as
ungs, kidneys, arteries and veins in animals, and roots, stems,
eaves in plants Fig. 5.
Transportation networks where goods and people flow, have
een developed for the purpose of maximum access—best perfor-
ance in economics and for facilitating all human activities. Simi-
arly, internal flow structures where energy, matter and informa-
ion flow are at the heart of engineered systems.
Flow architectures in both living and engineered systems
ig. 5 Examples of point-to-volume flow architectures: tree
nd leavesvolve toward better performance, and persist in time they sur-
72 / Vol. 59, SEPTEMBER 2006vive while the older disappear Bejan 1,24,25. This observa-
tion bridges the gap between the constructal law and the Darwin-
ian view of living systems. Results of the application of
constructal theory have been published in recent years for various
natural and engineered systems. In the following, we briefly re-
view some of the most important results of constructal theory.
4.1 Engineering. Optimization is a basic thought and activity
in engineering. What the constructal law brought to the field is
that flow structure is not assumed in advance to the optimization
process, but is its consequence. The emergence of three-shaped
networks as the result of optimization has been noticed by authors
using other methods e.g., Borrvall et al. 26, Nakayama 27,
Brod 28 These methods have the distinctive feature that allow
the system “freedom to morph.” In this way, they are like con-
structal theory, although constructal theory proclaims the general
applicability of the principle.
Optimization of tree networks for volume-to-point and point-to-
volume movement is a special field of application for constructal
theory see, for example Refs. 29–60. The purpose of the opti-
mization depends on the characteristics of the problem, for ex-
ample, minimization of pumping power, maximization of hear
exchange thermal conductance, etc. while constraints may in-
clude total volume or total surface, available material ducts, the
requirement not to exceed peak pressure or temperature, etc. Op-
timization of flow geometry proceeds hierarchically from small to
large, from the elemental system the smallest scale to larger
constructs higher order scales.
Generally, the constructal law dictates rules for the optimized
structure at every scale. The rules are derived, not assumed. Re-
sults show that these rules change from one scale level to the next,
as the tree size and complexity increase. Complexity is optimized,
and is a result of the optimization process. Optimized complexity
must not be confused with maximized complexity.
A good example is the distribution of hot water to a growing
number of users that are spread over an area. The optimization of
such a flow tree may be pursued under several objectives, for
example: i maximization of the temperature of the hot water
received by the most disadvantaged user; ii minimization of the
heat losses over the entire piping network or iii maximization of
the hot water temperature averaged over all the users Wechsatol
et al. 51. The constraints may range from the size and shape of
the area to be served by the piping system to the amount of insu-
lation and total volume occupied by the ducts. Strategies that have
been proposed include the constructal sequence Sec. 2 and the
“one-by-one growth,” where, at each step in time, one new user is
added to an existing structure. Lorente et al. 45–47 found that
several strategies lead to similar tree flows, and to comparable
levels of global performance. One strategy is based on the obser-
vation that every duct has the lowest flow resistance when it has
the shortest path possible on the area allocated to it. This method
is important because it allows the optimization to be performed
locally Fig. 6. Comparison between the excess temperatures of
the water received by end users shows that the constructal tree
design was consistently superior to the string arrangement espe-
cially when the insulation was imperfect Lorente et al. 45.
The augmentation of heat transfer systems is an active field of
application of constructal theory. Matos et al. 61,62 made a
three-dimensional numerical and experimental geometric optimi-
zation study on the maximization of the total heat transfer rate
between a bundle of finned tubes in a given volume and external
flow, for staggered arrangements of circular and elliptic tubes.
They defined global optima with respect to tube-to-tube spacing,
eccentricity, and fin-to-fin spacing.
Kraus 63 used constructal theory for finding the optimum lon-
gitudinal fin of rectangular profile with tip heat loss. Bonjour et al.
58 optimized the design of dendritic fins for a coaxial two-
stream heat exchanger. They showed that depending on the size of
the system the best configuration can be either a radial pattern or
a tree of fins.
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AOther examples are the problem of finding fin design and fin
pacing that match to optimal performance of heat transfer sys-
ems in a variety of cases and under various constraints Refs.
64–68.
The influence of irregularities upon heat transfer has been stud-
ed by Blyth and Pozrikidis 69, while Zimparov 70,71 ad-
ressed the effect of corrugated tubes as a passive augmentation
echnique for heat transfer.
Optimization of the thermal design of electronic equipment is
rucial for the maximization of cooling e.g., Mereu et al. 72;
giso 73. Ghodoossi and Egrican 74 used the constructal
ethod for defining a conductive tree-network for the purpose of
lectronics cooling. Gosselin and Bejan 75 addressed the prob-
em of optimizing the geometry of an electromagnet shape of the
oil, number of cooling disks, and the amount of high conductiv-
ty material by maximizing at the same time its magnetic and
hermal performance.
As an example of surface heat transfer optimization Wechsatol
t al. 54 developed a tree-shaped flow path for cooling a disk-
haped body by convection for the best combination of flow and
hermal resistances. The competing flow architectures show a
harp transition between the radial and the more complex archi-
ectures dendritic. Xia et al. 76 that performed heat conduction
ptimization have also found dendritic flow structures based on
he principle of biological evolution.
Silva et al. 77,78 have addressed the optimal distribution of
iscrete heat sources on a surface for maximum heat transfer with
atural or forced convection. Both the analytical and the numeri-
al results converged in defining a multiscale and robust solution
or the placement of the heat sources. The principle of “optimal
istribution of imperfection” has been applied by Abu-Hijleh 79
o the reduction of natural convection through the optimal place-
ent of baffles around a horizontal cylinder.
The effect of length scale on the maximization of heat transfer
ensity was analyzed by Bejan 80 who stressed the importance
f the length scale that comes from the observation that every
uid packet and every volume element must be used for the pur-
ose of transferring heat in the optimization of heat transfer. Re-
ults of optimization of two configurations parallel plates and
pheres based on the method of the intersection of the asymp-
otes, are presented under the new aspect that in the limit of de-
reasing length scales the boundary layers disappear. Additional
Fig. 6 „a… Global optimization of the duct treenalysis of the problem of the multiscale heat transfer was pre-
pplied Mechanics Reviewssented by Alharbi and Pence 81 and Luo et al. 82.
Constructal theory has also been applied to the field of chemical
engineering. Azoumah et al. 83 have defined optimized con-
structal tree-shaped networks for heat and mass transfer in porous
solid-gas reactors, while Rivera-Alvarez and Bejan 84 have op-
timized the temporal and spatial structure of adsorption-
desorption processes for maximal packing of mass transfer into a
fixed space, and for minimal overall pumping power see also
Pence 85.
Constructal theory can also be used as a guide in the search for
optimal structure in power and refrigeration systems. In his books,
Bejan 1,2 shows how to assemble engines or low-temperature
machines in order to improve global efficiency under specified
constraints.
In civil engineering, mechanical strength is an important con-
sideration in the presence of sudden thermal attack fire. Lorente
and Bejan 86 and Gosselin et al. 87 have addressed combina-
tion of heat flow and strength for the optimization of the geometry
and internal structure of a vertical insulating wall in what repre-
sents the first steps towards the constructal design of multiobjec-
tive architectures.
Several authors 88–98 have proposed constructal structures
for maximum heat transfer density and power density fuel cells.
Costa 99 used heatlines and masslines for the visualization of
heat and mass transfer patterns. Thermodynamic optimization of
environmental control systems of a aircraft for the minimal power
requirement was addressed by Ordonez and Bejan 100.
All these engineering applications illustrate how the constructal
flow architectures are deduced from principle, unlike in fractal
geometry where algorithms are assumed. Although constructal
theory has been developed first for engineered systems, its field of
application has been extended to a wide range of natural systems,
animate or inanimate.
4.2 Flows in Nature. Rivers are large scale natural flows that
play a major role in the shaping of the Earth’s surface. River
morphology exhibits similarities that are documented extensively
in geophysics treatises. For example, Rosa 101 in a recent re-
view article gives a broad list of allometric and scaling laws in-
volving the geometric parameters of the river channels and of the
river basins. Examples of such correlations are Hacks’s law, L
h
d „b… step by step locally optimized construct, anA , which correlates the stream length L, with basin area A, and
SEPTEMBER 2006, Vol. 59 / 273
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2orton’s Law, which states that the ratio of the number of tribu-
ary streams of consecutive order, ni /ni+1, is nearly independent of
rder.
Other impressive features of river morphology are the sinu-
oidal shape of river channels, which the buckling wavelength 
s proportional to the channel width W 12, which, in turn is
roportional to the maximum depth, Wd. Constructal theory
inks geometry to performance of river flow and explains how this
eometric relations result from the minimization of global resis-
ance 1.
River channels are round or nearly round. The same occurs in
iving structures blood vessels, pulmonary airways, etc.. Calcu-
ations show that the flow resistances decrease as the shape be-
omes rounder. Although the round shape is the best, the nearly
ound shapes perform almost as well Refs. 1,8.
Constructal theory views the naturally occurring flow structures
their geometric form as the end result of a process of area to
oint flow access optimization with the objective of providing
inimal resistance to flow. For example, the features of the river
rainage basins can be anticipated based on the area-to-point flow
ccess optimization presented in Sec. 2. The generation of den-
ritic patterns of low resistance channels can be understood based
n a simple model of surface erosion together with a principle that
s invoked at every step. The model assumes that changes in the
iver channel are possible because finite portions blocks can be
islodged and entrained in the stream. As a rule, every square
lock of area D2 and height w, is dislodged when the pressure
ifference across the block surpasses the critical force needed to
islodge it, i.e., PDw
D2 Bejan 1, Errera and Bejan 102.
he flow resistance decreases with block removal. Further in-
rease in the flow rate may create the conditions for the removal a
econd block and for the repetition of the process. A macroscopic
reelike structure emerges progressively see Fig. 7, while the
lobal flow resistance decreases.
Constructal theory has been also applied to a model of the
ong-term behavior climate of the atmospheric and oceanic cir-
ulation that is the largest flow system on Earth Bejan and Reis
103; Reis and Bejan 104. The method consisted of viewing
he Sun-Earth-Universe assembly as an extraterrestrial power
lant the power output of which is used for the purpose of forcing
he atmosphere and hydrosphere to flow. In the model, the earth
urface temperature is time independent. It is averaged over the
ig. 7 Constructal treelike structure of superficial flow from
n area to a pointaily and annual cycles, and is represented by two temperatures
74 / Vol. 59, SEPTEMBER 2006TH ,TL that correspond to the equatorial and polar zones
AH ,AL. The excess heat q, collected in the equatorial zone H is
transported to the polar some L by the Earth’s circulations. The
current q, depends on the surface allocation ratio x=AH / AL+AH,
that is the object of optimization. The mechanism by which the
generated power is dissipated into heat by the movement of the
atmosphere and the oceans is buoyancy driven convection. From
the constructal point of view, the global circulation represents a
flow geometry that is the result of the maximization of global
performance subject to global constraints. The heat current is
maximum for the surface allocation ratio x=0.35 Bejan and Reis
103. This indicates that the flow configuration that matches x
=0.35 is the one that performs the best with respect to the heat
transport from the equatorial belt to the polar caps.
Improvements on this model led to a further important results
Reis and Bejan 104. The latitude of the boundary between the
Haddley and the Ferrel cells defining the long-term meridional
atmospheric circulation, and the boundary between the Ferrel and
the Polar cells can be determined with reasonable accuracy see
Fig. 8. Additionally, the average temperature of the Earth surface,
the convective conductance in the horizontal direction, as well as
other parameters defining the latitudinal circulation also matched
the observed values.
The constructal law has also been applied to a model of global
circulation at the daily scale Reis and Bejan 104. At optimal
performance, the average temperature difference TH−TL between
day and night is of the order of 7 K. This agrees with the order of
magnitude of the average diurnal amplitudes observed on earth,
which for the maritime areas is around 3 K and for continental
areas is around 10 K. Another important aspect is that the average
temperature of the earth surface that results from diurnal optimi-
zation is 283.9 K. This is practically the same as the average
temperature found based on long-term analysis 283.5 K. The
entropy generation rate calculated on the diurnal scale has the
same value as that calculated for the long-term scale. The ways in
which the variables used in these two calculations were derived
are very different. For the long term, the heat current was deter-
mined as function of the earth partition x, while for the diurnal
scale it was determined as a function of the Ekman number, Ek,
which involves the earth rotation velocity, the height of the fric-
tion layer and the fluid flow velocity. The maximum of the en-
tropy generation rate is located close to the point of optimum
performance, but does not coincide with that point. The variables
defining the properties of the friction layer have values of the
same order of magnitude as those determined for the long term.
The diurnal heat current between the illuminated and dark hemi-
spheres is roughly 6 or 7 times lower than the long-term pole-
ward current. However, both the convective conductance in the
Fig. 8 Long-term meridional circulations on Earth represented
by the Polar, Ferrel, and Hadley cellshorizontal direction and the conductivity have values of the same
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Arder as those obtained for the long term case.
Cracks usually form in shrinking soil mud cooled by forced
onvection. Based on the constructal law, i.e., the thought that the
ow structure that develops in the soil must allow the maximum
ooling or mass transfer effect it was shown see Refs. 1,105
hat the crack lattice length scale must decrease as the wind speed
nd the initial excess temperature increase, which is in agreement
ith observations. Bisio and Rubatto 106 who found that cracks
re denser where the conductive-convective effect is more intense
nd/or the initial departure from steady state is greater confirmed
his result.
Miguel 107 in a recent review paper addresses the formation
f dendritelike patterns in trail systems, plant roots and bacterial
olonies.
4.3 Flows in Living Structures. Every living or engineered
ying structure performs best when the power that is required for
aintaining it in the air and for overcoming drag is minimum. For
ptimal performance the cruising speeds of flying structures must
e proportional to the 1/6 power of their body mass Bejan
1,108. This result is in good agreement with the cruising speeds
f structures ranging from the house fly to the largest airplanes
1.
This same argument of minimum power expenditure applied to
ulsating internal flows in animals led to relationships between
hythm and animal body size. Bejan 1 has addressed the rhythm
f respiration in animals in relation to the body size and found that
he breathing time increases with the animal body size raised to a
ower of 1/4, which is also in good agreement with the biological
bservations. In the same way, the optimal heart beating fre-
uency is approximately proportional to the square of the meta-
olic rate 1. Related to this is the proportionality between body
eat loss and body size raised to the power 3/4 see Refs. 1,32.
ther constructal predictions of allometric laws can be found in
ejan 1.
The respiratory system is basically a fluid tree that starts at the
rachea and bifurcates 23 times before reaching the alveolar sacs.
he reason for the existence of just 23 bifurcations in the respira-
ory tree Fig. 9 has remained unexplained in the physiology
iterature. Did this special flow architecture develop by chance, or
oes it represent the optimum structure for the lung’s purpose,
hich is the oxygenation of the blood?
The search for the flow configuration that could transport oxy-
en from one opening the entrance of the trachea to the alveolar
urface, and remove the carbon dioxide from the alveoli with the
owest resistance, has been pursued by Reis et al. 109 based on
ig. 9 Human lung airway tree has 23 bifurcations and is an
ptimized structure for oxygen and carbon dioxide transporthe constructal law. The problem involves the trade-off between
pplied Mechanics Reviewsthe convective flow resistance of the bronchial tree and the total
resistance to oxygen diffusion in the alveoli. The constructal rela-
tions defining the ratios between consecutive channel diameters
and lengths, together with the fluid properties, have been used in
the analysis. The main theoretical result is that the best oxygen
access to the tissues is performed by a flow structure composed of
ducts with 23 levels of bifurcation. The same structure has been
shown to be optimal for carbon dioxide removal as well. At the
end of the smallest duct, spaces exist alveolar sacs from which
the oxygen diffuses to the tissues, and in which the carbon dioxide
that is removed from the tissues diffuses before reaching the bron-
chial tree that transports it to the surrounding air. The optimized
number of bifurcation levels matches the 23 levels that the physi-
ology literature indicates for the human bronchial tree.
In addition, the constructal optimization 109 also predicted
the dimension of the alveolar sac, the total alveolar surface area,
the total alveolar volume, and the total length of the airways.
These values agree at least in an order of magnitude sense with
the values found in the physiology literature. Furthermore, it was
shown that the length defined by the ratio between the square of
the first airway diameter and its length is constant for every indi-
vidual of the same species, and is related to the characteristics of
the space allocated for the respiratory process. This number is
univocally determined by a nondimensional geometric number,
AL /V, which involves the characteristics of the space allocated to
the respiratory system, namely the total alveolar area, A, the total
volume V, and the total length of the airways, L.
4.4 Flows in Transportation and Economics. Our society
established connections, links, and networks with the purpose of
exchanging goods, energy, and information. These spatially dis-
tributed patterns are everywhere: transportation routes, urban
growth, energy, financial and communication networks. Objective,
freedom to morph and constrains are essential for the generation
of structure. The primary objective for movement of individuals
and goods is minimum travel time. Constraints are the speeds of
the means of locomotion. Bejan 110 in his first 1996 constructal
paper noted that the traffic patterns have evolved in time as a
result of a process of optimization. When the only means of loco-
motion was walking, the area-to-point pattern was radial and
matched the straight-line solution. However, when the horse-
driven carriage appeared, people had two modes of locomotion:
walking with velocity v0 and riding in a carriage with velocity v1.
The carriage had to follow special paths, otherwise the area cov-
ered by beaten tracks would leave no space for the inhabitants and
their land properties. The modern problem is one of bringing the
street near a small but finite-size group of inhabitants who would
have to walk in order to reach the street. A finite length of street
has to be allocated to each area element, and these street lengths
must be connected in an optimal way such that the travel time of
the entire population is minimum see Fig. 10.
If we consider the area A1=H1L1, the optimum aspect ratio for
the first construct is H1 /L1opt= 2v0 / f1v1, with f1=cos 1 and
1opt=sin−1v0 /v1 see Refs. 1,110. Similarly to the solution
Fig. 10 The constructal route for minimum travel time be-
tween points P and O, using two modes of locomotion of dif-
ferent speeds, v1 and v2of the problem of area-to-point flow Sec. 2, if instead of mini-
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2izing the longest travel time, i.e., the time spent for moving
etween points P and O, we minimize the average travel time
etween the points in A1 and O we arrive at the same optimal
eometry. The optimal features of higher order assemblies lead to
onstructal rules like Hi /Li=vi−1 / f ivi, and 1opt
sin−1vi−1 /2v1 and timin=2f iAi /vi−1vi1/2. Tree-dimensional
olume-to-point access can be optimized in a completely analo-
ous manner 1,40,110.
A similar kind of optimization has been applied to the produc-
ion of customized goods. A product platform is defined as a set of
ommon components, modules or parts from which a stream of
erivative products are created. Hernandez et al. 111 formulated
he design of platforms for customizable products as a problem of
ptimization of access in a geometric space. This approach al-
owed them to develop systematically hierarchic product plat-
orms with multiple levels of commonality.
Constructal theory has also been applied to spatial economics.
ere the purpose is finding the minimum cost in transporting
oods proceeding from one point producers or distributors to
very point in a finite territory consumers. Streams of goods
lay the role of flows while cost is the equivalent of resistance.
onstructal rules for designing optimal transportation tree-shaped
etworks are presented in Refs. 1,14. If instead of minimizing
ost, the objective is to maximize revenue, the size of the elemen-
al area where consumers are located may be predicted 14. In
patial economics the law of parsimony that has been used with
ood results 1 and is equivalent of the constructal law. In fact,
he similarities between the spatial structures of physical and eco-
omic flows spring out of the same deterministic principle.
The Constructal Law and Entropy Generation Mini-
ization
Engineered systems are designed with a purpose. Each system
ust force its flows to follow the thermohydrodynamic paths that
erve the global objective. To select the appropriate flow paths
rom the infinity of possible paths is the challenge. The rate of
ntropy generation is a measure of how internal flows deviate
rom the ideal limit of flow without resistances, or without irre-
ersibility. The constructal law calls for optimal organization that
aximizes internal flow access. Optimal flow organization mini-
izes entropy generation and therefore maximizes the system’s
erformance. The method of entropy generation minimization
EGM has been recognized in engineering and is now well-
stablished 12,13. Constructal theory argues that flow shapes
nd structures occur in nature in the same way e.g., Sec. 4 and
he principle is the Constructal Law.
To see the relationship between EGM and the Constructal Law
ote that the flows occurring in nature and engineered systems are
issipative. These flows generate entropy, and most may be de-
cribed simply by
R = V/I 11
here V is the potential that drives the current I, and R is the
esistance to flow. These flows generate entropy at the rate
S˙gen = VI/T 12
here T is the thermodynamic temperature. Equation 12 allows
s to express the resistance as
R = TS˙gen/I2 13
In view of Eqs. 11 and 13, minimizing the flow resistance
or a specified current I corresponds to minimizing the entropy
eneration rate. This shows how the constructal law and the mini-
ization of entropy generation are connected. The constructal law
oes further and focuses on the generation of the flow configura-
ion. It brings design drawing, architecture in the description of
ow system physics. At the same time, the connection established
76 / Vol. 59, SEPTEMBER 2006by Eq. 13 is a reminder that, like the constructal law, the mini-
mization of entropy generation rate in flow systems is a principle
distinct from the Second Law. This deserves emphasis: the gen-
eration of entropy S˙gen is the Second Law, while the generation
of flow configuration e.g., the minimization of S˙gen is the Con-
structal Law.
For illustration, consider a flow tree with N branching levels.
The same current I flows in each level of branching, that is
i=I
n Ii=k=I
m Ik= I. If at a certain level of branching, the tree has n
ducts, the flow resistance at this level is
R = i=I
n
RiIi/nI 14
The flow resistance at the same branching level may alternatively
be expressed as a quadratic average, cf. Eq. 13,
R = i=I
n
RiIi
2/I2 15
Equations 14 and 15 lead to different values of the resis-
tance unless RiIi=V=const. Minimization of the tree resistance, as
given by Eq. 14, at each level under the constraint of constant I,
yields

i=1
n
Ri/nI − 1dIi = 0 16
while minimization of flow resistance, as given by Eq. 15 gives

i=1
n
2Ri/I2 − 2dIi = 0 17
where 1 and 2 are constants. Equations 11–17 enable us to
find the following relationships:
Ri/n = R nIi = I 1/R = 
i=I
n
1/Ri V = RiIi 18
In these relationships derived from the minimization of the flow
tree resistance constructal law we can identify the well-know
relationships of electric currents flowing in branched circuits.
However, they hold for any tree where a current obeying Eq. 11
flows. In Eqs. 18 we find the general form of the law of equi-
partition of the resistances, which was highlighted in Sec. 2. The
rate of entropy generation is constant at any branching level and is
given by
S˙gen = 
i=1
n
RiIi
2/T = RI2/T 19
The minimal rate of entropy generation is given by Eq. 19
which, in view of Eq. 18, is achieved when Eqs. 14 and 15
lead to the same resistance.
The great physicist Feynman noted that “¼minimum principles
sprang in one way or another from the least action principle of
mechanics and electrodynamics. But there is also a class that does
not. As an example, if currents are made to go through a piece of
material obeying Ohm’s Law, the currents distribute themselves
inside the piece so that the rate at which heat is generated is as
little as possible. Also, we can say if things are kept isothermal
that the rate at which heat is generated is as little as possible¼”
Feynman 112. Actually, the principle of least action accounts
for point-to-point motion and cannot accommodate point-to-area
and point-to-volume flows. We revisit this subject in Sec. 7.
In summary, the constructal law provides a unifying picture for
point-to-area and point-to-volume flows. It also makes clear why
living organisms in their struggle for lowering the rate of internal
entropy generation have constructed flow trees for optimal flow
access throughout their bodies, and throughout their societies.
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aw
A summary of the preceding developments is provided by the
ormalism developed by Bejan and Lorente 8. Thermodynamics
s the theory of equilibrium states while constructal theory is the
heory of the evolution toward equilibrium flow configurations.
quilibrium states spring out of the second law e.g., the maximi-
ation of entropy in an isolated system while equilibrium flow
onfigurations spring out of the constructal law the maximization
f global flow access. This formal analogy bridges the gap be-
ween thermodynamics and constructal theory.
Constructal Theory 1–3,110 began with the global objec-
ives and the global constraints of the flow system, and the fact
hat in the beginning the geometry of the flow is missing. Geom-
try is the big unknown. When the current I, is fixed, the objective
s flow architectures with minimal pressure overall difference
P, minimal overall flow resistance R, or minimal rate of
ntropy generation by fluid friction. There are two global con-
traints, one external and the other internal. The external con-
traint is the “system size,” which is represented by the distance
raveled by the flows, L. The internal global constraint is the
amount” invested in making the flow architecture that is the total
olume V of all the ducts of the flow structure. A flow must be
uided. Flow means direction, geometry, and architecture, in ad-
ition to flow rate.
The evolution of flow configuration for point-to-point flows is a
niversal phenomenon, which manifests itself during any search
or optimal flow architectures. According to constructal theory, the
est flow path that makes the connection of one point source, or
ink with an infinity of points line, area, or volume is shaped as
tree.
Changes in performance in the global resistance R can be
chieved through changes in three categories:
I. Flow configuration;
II. Global external size, or covered territory, L;
III. Global internal size, or duct volume, V.
All the flow systems discussed so far have configurations that
nhabit the three-dimensional hyperspace shown in Fig. 11a. All
he constant L flow configurations that are possible make up the
ody visualized by the constant V and constant R cuts. The bottom
gure shows the view of all the possible flow structures, projected
n the base plane. Plotted on the R axis is the global resistance of
he flow system. The abscissa accounts for the total volume occu-
ied by the ducts V; this is a global measure of how “porous” or
permeable” the flow system is. The constructal law is the state-
ent that summarizes the common observation that flow struc-
ures that survive are those that morph evolve in one direction in
ime; toward configurations that make it easier for currents to
ow. The first such statement was the following 1–3: “For a
nite-size system to persist in time to live, it must evolve in such
way that it provides easier access to the imposed currents that
ow through it.” This statement refers strictly to structural
hanges under finite-size constraints. If the flow structures are free
o change free to approach the base plane in Fig. 11a, they will
ove at constant L and constant V in the direction of progres-
ively smaller R. If the initial configuration is represented by point
in Fig. 11b, then a later configuration is represented by point 2.
he relation between the two configurations is
R2 R1constant L,V 20
If freedom to morph persists, then the flow structure will con-
inue toward smaller R values. Any such change is characterized
y
pplied Mechanics ReviewsdR	 0 constant L,V 21
The end of this migration is the equilibrium flow structure point
e, where the geometry of the flow enjoys total freedom. Equilib-
rium is characterized by minimal R at constant L and V. In the
vicinity of the equilibrium point we have
dR = 0 and d2R
 0 constant L,V 22
The RV curve shown in Fig. 11b is the edge of the cloud of
possible flow architectures with the same global size L. The curve
has negative slope because of the physics of flow: the resistance
decreases when the flow channels would open up,
 R
VL	 0 23
The constant R cut through the configuration space shows an-
other way of expressing the constructal law. If free to morph, the
flow system will evolve from point 1 to point 2 at constant L and
R. In the limit of total freedom, the geometry will reach another
equilibrium, which is represented by point e. The alternative ana-
Fig. 11 Flow structure diagram for fixed external size „L… „re-
printed from Ref. †8‡ with permission…lytical statement of the constructal law is
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 0 constant L,R 24
or changes in structure in the immediate vicinity of the equilib-
ium structure, we note
dV = 0 and d2V
 0 constant L,R 25
araphrasing the original statement of the constructal law, we may
escribe processes 1−2−e as follows: “For a system with fixed
lobal size and flow resistance to persist in time to live, it must
volve in such a way that its flow structure occupies a smaller
raction of the available space.”
The constant V alternative to Fig. 11 is shown in Fig. 12. The
ower drawing is the projection of the space of possible flow ar-
hitectures on the base plane R-L. The continuous line is the locus
f equilibrium flow structures at constant V, namely, the curve
V where
 R
LV
 0 26
he fact that the slope is positive is flow physics: the flow resis-
ance increases as the distance that must be overcome by the flow
ig. 12 Flow structure diagram for fixed internal size „duct
olume V… „reprinted from Ref. †8‡ with permission…ncreases.
78 / Vol. 59, SEPTEMBER 2006The constructal law statement can be read off in Fig. 12b in
two ways. At constant V and L, the evolution is from a suboptimal
structure point 1 to one that has a lower global resistance point
2. If the flow geometry continues to morph freely, the structure
approaches the equilibrium configuration point e. In the vicinity
of point e, the changes in flow structures are characterized by Eqs.
22.
If structural changes are made such that R remains constant
while V is also fixed, then the evolution in Fig. 12b is from point
1 to point 2. Such changes mean that
dL 0 constant R,V 27
and that the constructal law statement becomes the following: In
order for a flow system with fixed global resistance R and inter-
nal size V to persist in time, the architecture must evolve in such
a way that it covers a progressively larger territory. Equilibrium is
reached at point e. The changes in flow structures in the imme-
diate vicinity of the equilibrium structure are such that the global
external dimension at equilibrium is maximal,
dL = 0 d2L	 0 constant R,V 28
According to Eqs. 28, the constructal law states that the ulti-
mate flow structure with specified global resistance R and inter-
nal size V is the largest. A flow architecture with specified R and
V has a maximum size, and this global size belongs to the equi-
librium architecture. A flow structure larger than this does not
exist. This formulation of the constructal law has implications in
natural design, e.g., the spreading of species and river deltas with-
out access to the sea.
It is worth examining the ground covered so far. The original
statement of the constructal law was about the maximization of
flow access under global size constraints external L, internal V,
which in the present formulation means the minimization of glo-
bal flow resistance. This behavior is illustrated by the structural
changes 1−2−e in Figs. 11b and 12b, and by Eqs. 21 and
22. In lay terms, this means survival by increasing efficiency. In
time, irreversible flow structures are followed by less irreversible
structures.
The alternative shown by the changes 1−2−e in Fig. 12b is
survival by spreading: growth as the mechanism for persisting in
time. The limit to growth is set by the specified constraints, in this
case the fixed global flow resistance R and the global internal
size V.
The examples discussed so far showed that changes may occur
in one category, or simultaneously in two or three. The simplest
illustration is possible for the case of equilibrium flow architec-
tures. For them the solid curves shown in Figs. 11b and 12b
proclaim the existence of the fundamental relation RL ,V, the
differential of which is
dR = YLdL + YVdV equilibrium 29
Physics requires that the first partial derivatives of R have op-
posite signs, YL
0 and YV	0, as noted in Eqs. 26 and 23.
Analytical expressions for these derivatives are available in
simple cases. One example, is the global flow resistance of a
T-shaped construct of round tubes with fully developed laminar
flow where RA3/2 /V2, and A or L2 in this paper is the area
occupied by the construct. If the flow regime is turbulent, R is
proportional to A7/4 /V5/2 Bejan et al. 41. The global resistance
of an equilibrium flow structure can be decreased dR	0
through changes II and III, i.e., by making the structure occupy a
smaller territory dL	0, and/or by endowing the structure with a
larger internal flow volume dV
0.
In general, when the flow architecture has not reached equilib-
rium, R can be decreased by means I, II, and III. The general
version of Eq. 29 is
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 YLdL + YVdV nonequilibrium 30
here the inequality sign refers to the time arrow of structural
hanges in a flow configuration that, at least initially, was not of
he equilibrium type. It is instructive to review Eqs. 21, 24, and
27, to see that Eq. 30 is a concise statement of the three ana-
ytical formulations of the constructal law that we discussed so
ar: R minimum at constant L and V; V minimum at constant R
nd L; L maximum at constant V and R.
Another way to summarize the analytical formulation that we
ave just constructed is by recognizing the analogy between the
nalytical constructal law and the analytical formulation of clas-
ical thermodynamics 2,112,114. The analogy is presented in
able 1. It is stressed further by Figs. 9a and 10a, which are
ell known but labeled differently in classical thermodynamics
e.g., Bejan 2, pp. 241 and 244.
How the Constructal Law Fits Among Other Funda-
ental Principles
System evolution in space and time is governed by fundamental
rinciples. Classical and relativistic dynamics, electromagnetism
nd nonrelativistic quantum mechanics spring out of the principle
f least action Feynman 112. Symmetry is another fundamen-
al concept evinced by Noether’s theorem, which states, “Every
ontinuous symmetry of the dynamical equations and potential of
he system implies a conservation law for the system” e.g., sym-
etry under time reversal implies conservation of energy, transla-
ional symmetry implies conservation of linear momentum, etc.
see Callen 113. Classical optics follows from the principle of
inimum travel time taken by light between two points. The sec-
nd law governs internal evolution of isolated systems by defining
he sequence of equilibrium states that match successive relax-
tion of internal constraints.
Symmetry and the principles of least action and minimum
ravel time account for motion from point to point. The second law
redicts properties of systems at equilibrium. None of these prin-
iples rationalises the occurrence of shape and nonequilibrium
nternal flow structure of systems. In fact, these geometrical fea-
ures are assumed in advance as constraints to the system dynam-
cs. In spite of being ubiquitous in nature, they are considered to
e the result of chance.
Constructal theory accounts for the huge variety of natural
tructures and shapes and unifies them in the light of the construc-
al law. Chance leaves its mark in every natural system, but deter-
inism plays here the fundamental role. The field of application
f the constructal law is disjoint to those of other principles as is
n the heart of nonequilibrium, flow systems, entropy generation,
nd evolution in time. Unlike minimum travel time and least ac-
able 1 The analogy between the concepts, statements, and
rinciples of thermodynamics and constructal theory †9‡
hermodynamics Constructal theory
tate Flow architecture geometry,
structure
rocess Change of structure
roperties U ,S, Vol, . . . Global objective and global
constraints R, L, V, . . .
quilibrium state Equilibrium flow architectur
undamental relation, Fundamental relation,
S ,Vol, . . .  RL ,V , . . . 
onstrained equilibrium states Nonequilibrium architectures
emoval of constraints Increased freedom to morph
nergy minimum principle: Maximization of flow access
principle Constructal Law:
minimum at constant S and Vol R minimum at constant L and V
maximum at constant U and Vol V minimum at constant R and L
L maximum at constant V and Rion principles that account for motion from point to point, the
pplied Mechanics Reviewsreach of constructal theory is far broader. It addresses motion
from volume or area to point and vice versa. The principle of
least action constraints motion from point to point to follow a
special trajectory among an infinity of possible trajectories, while
the constructal principle organizes motion from volume or area
to point in a special flow architecture out of infinity possible ar-
chitectures.
Natural systems are complex and change in many ways. In the
past, scientists realized that for understanding nature they had to
focus their attention on simple and homogenous systems. Motion,
as the change of relative position with time, is the ubiquitous
phenomenon that called for explanation, and the principle of least
action is the principle that unified motions from point to point in a
common picture. The constructal law is its counterpart, by allow-
ing systems with complex internal flows to be described and un-
derstood under a unified view.
Unlike the usual direction of scientific inquiry, which divides
systems into smaller and simpler subsystems analysis, construc-
tal theory proceeds from the elemental to the complex by succes-
sively assembling blocks construction, which are elemental at
the stage considered but are structured and complex when viewed
from the previous stage.
The parallelism between engineering and nature becomes evi-
dent e.g., Refs. 115,116. Engineers create systems with pur-
pose and try to increase their performance in time. Systems have
to evolve in time to approach this goal because reaching optimal
performance takes time. Natural systems, animate and inanimate,
also exist with purpose. The purpose of a stem is to hold and
provide leaves with water and nutrients, while that of river basins
is to collect superficial water and deliver it into oceans. Unlike
engineering, nature has been morphing its shapes and structures
for billions of years. Nature uses not method, but time, evolution,
tries, errors, and selecting every time the solutions that bring it
closer to better flow access. Nevertheless, as parts of each of us
man  machine species, engineered systems evolve according
to the same law as natural flow systems, which goes to show that
to engineer is natural.
8 Conclusion
There is no limit to this subject. It is just a different point of
view of things, which constructal theory proposes. It is a point of
view of the engineer about the forms of nature. Constructal theory
proposes to see the trees, the human bodies, like machines that are
subjected to constraints, which are constructed with a goal, an
objective, which is to obtain maximum efficiency.
This constructal theory is about the method of constructing
such machines, which attain optimally their objective. It proposes
a different look at corals, birds, atmospheric flow and, of course,
at the machines built by engineers.
In this paper we gave an overview of the applications of the
constructal theory, which extends from engineering to natural sys-
tems, alive and inanimate and to human activities like organiza-
tion of cities, transportation, and economics. Wherever something
flows, a flow architecture emerges, which can be understood in the
light of constructal theory. The many examples presented here
illustrate how the symbiosis between flow dynamics and geometry
is the heart of constructal theory. This theory has proved to be
useful in describing complex flow systems and the field of its
potential applications is open to researchers from engineering and
natural and social sciences. In the writer’s view, constructal theory
is essential to those who strive to describe natural systems in a
quantitative fashion.
Constructal theory also provides a new way of thinking with
epistemological and philosophical implications Rosa 117, Patrí-
cio 118, Bejan 119. From the epistemological point of view,
its method proceeds from the simple to the complex, against the
usual paradigm of science that calls for the deconstruction of the
complex to reach the elemental. The philosophical consequences
are also obvious and important; constructal theory gives chance a
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2econdary role in the evolution of natural systems. Constructal
heory assigns the major role to determinism, and contributes sig-
ificantly to the debate on the origin of living systems.
omenclature
A  area m2
Be  Bejan number
cP  specific heat J kg−1 K−1
D  thickness, spacing, m
H  height, width m
I  electric current A
K  permeability m2
L  length m
m˙  mass flow rate kg s−1
Nu  Nusselt number
P  pressure Pa
Pr  Prandtl number
q  heat transfer rate J s−1
R  resistance generic, electric resistance 
S˙gen  entropy generation rate J K−1 s−1
T  temperature K
V  volume m3
Ve  electric potential difference
v  velocity m s−1
  angle rad
  density kg m−3
  dynamic viscosity N s m−2
  kinematic viscosity m2 s−1
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